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03 | DEEP SIDE VENTILATION ZIP OPENINGS 
to dump heat during periods of high exertion.

04 | HARNESS COMPATIBLE POCKETS

KEY FEATURES 
RESCUE TEAM

01 | HELMET-COMPATIBLE HOOD  
with hidden, zipped gusset and storm collar. It 
adjusts to give a precise, close-to-the-face fit, 
with or without a helmet. Height and volume 
adjustment ensure good protection, visibility 
and mobility at all times. Soft internal stretch 
face gaiter for increased comfort.

02 | FREE MOTION PATTERNING  
to prevent hem-lift while climbing.
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05 | INSULATED, FIXED ADJUSTABLE HOOD  
that can be adjusted to fit close to the face if 
required.

07 08 09

05

09 | NAME LABEL06 | ELASTICATED HEM ADJUSTMENT  
with cord locks.

KEY FEATURES 
RESCUE TEAM

07 | ZIPPED SLEEVE POCKET 
immediate access and safe storage for essential 
small tools during rescue work.

08 | LARGE INNER MESH POCKETS  
for gloves, hat, ski skins, etc. 
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NOTES:
26753 *RESCUE GTX PRO M JACKET

A waterproof and breathable shell jacket for men with a GORE-TEX® Pro 
membrane that offers full protection for professional mountain use.

Made for professional use in the mountains, the Rescue GTX PRO Jacket 
is an outstanding 3-layer shell jacket with a waterproof and breathable 
GORE-TEX® Pro membrane. Designed specifically for alpine rescue work 
in all seasons, it has a fully-featured technical spec.

Developed together with the Tyrol and South Tyrol Mountain Rescue Team, 
it provides professional-grade protection and functionality for rescue 
operations and activities such as alpine mountaineering, ski mountain-
eering, glacier mountaineering and ice climbing. In addition, the Rescue 
GTX PRO Jacket also features SALEWA’s free motion patterning to prevent 
hem-lift while climbing. We equip it with an extra-strong, higher denier 
version of GORE-TEX® Pro at the shoulders, elbows and lower hem to pro-
vide greater protection from ice screws, ice tools or other mountaineering 
equipment.

Functional features include: waterproof YKK zips ventilation zips and a 
full waterproof technical finish with welded seams (water column: 28,000 
mm). Its durable and abrasion-resistant fabric offers reliable weather pro-
tection in extreme and unpredictable conditions. All pockets are posi-
tioned for easy access when wearing a harness or backpack.

Helmet-compatible hood with hidden, zipped 
gusset and storm collar. It adjusts to give a precise, 
close-to-the-face fit, with or without a helmet. 
Height and volume adjustment ensure good pro-
tection, visibility and mobility at all times. Soft inter-
nal stretch face gaiter for increased comfort. (01)

Zipped sleeve pocket for imme-
diate access and safe storage 
for essential small tools during 
rescue work. (07)

Free motion patterning to pre-
vent hem-lift while climbing. (02)

Large inner mesh pockets for 
gloves, hat, ski skins, etc. (08)

Deep side ventilation zip 
openings to dump heat during 
periods of high exertion. (03)

Main Material 
Gore-Tex® PRO NG 3L high tenacity 115 (100%PA) 
Gore-Tex® PRO NG plain smooth 139 (100%PA)

Main Finishing 
Durable water repellent C6

Lining 
Brushed lining soft touch 135 (100%PL)

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
467 g (50/L)

1581 bergrot/0910

Elasticated hem adjustment 
with cord locks. (06)
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NOTES:
26752 *RESCUE PTX 2.5L M JKT

A waterproof and breathable Powertex CORDURA® shell jacket for men 
that offers protection for professional mountain use.

Designed as a lighter, durable, packable outer layer for 3-season moun-
tain rescue use, the Rescue 2.5L PTX Shell Jacket offers waterproof, wind-
proof and lightweight weather protection for rescue operations and alpine 
climbing and mountaineering. It was Developed together with the Rescue 
Team Tyrol.

Made of our proprietary 2.5 layer Powertex weather protection fabric 
with CORDURA® it offers the right combination of performance, weight 
and durability. CORDURA® yarns in the outer layer ensure improved 
abrasion-resistance in wide alpine cracks or chimneys. A DWR (Durable 
Water Repellent) finish coats the shell (water column: 10,000 mm). During 
intense activities, the breathable membrane transports vapour to the out-
side, maintaining a comfortable wear climate.

With a helmet-compatible storm hood (its gusset construction keeps it 
neat and compact when closed, yet larger with 10% more volume and 
freedom of movement when open) plus high, integrated collar and single 
rear-hand adjustment, ergonomic sleeves and free motion patterning for 
freedom of movement and zero hem lift on exposed faces. Its spacious 
chest pocket provides plenty of storage room for smaller tools. A full-
length internal wind baffle behind the zip and elasticated cuffs and hem 
all help to block out cold gusts. It also packs down small in its own com-
pression pouch. All pockets are positioned for easy access when wearing 
a harness or backpack.

1581 bergrot/0910

Helmet-compatible hood with hidden, zipped 
gusset and storm collar. It adjusts to give a precise, 
close-to-the-face fit, with or without a helmet. 
Height and volume adjustment ensure good 
protection, visibility and mobility at all times. 
Preshaped protective visor. (01)

Free motion patterning to pre-
vent hem-lift while climbing. (02)

Large, easy-access chest pocket 
to store tools in rescue situa-
tions, also doubles up as a com-
pression storage pouch.

Lightweight stretch cuffs to 
keep the wind out

Main Material 
PXE 10K/10K Cordura 2.5L 108 (100%PA)

Main Finishing 
Durable water repellent - PFC free

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
300 g (50/L)

Elasticated hem adjustment 
with cord locks. (06)
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NOTES:
26717 *BRD PTX/DWN M JKT

A warm highly-protective, men’s down jacket designed for mountain 
rescue use in extremely low temperatures. 

Developed originally for alpine rescue work in extremely cold conditions, 
the *Rescue PTX/Down Jacket is a warm highly-protective, men’s down 
jacket that is ideal for rescue operations and bivouacking or belaying dur-
ing ice climbing in low temperatures. 

Made from an abrasion-resistant bluesign® approved Powertex water-re-
pellent shell fabric, we use an extra robust version at the shoulders, cuffs 
and lower hem to prevent wear from a pack or harness. It has a high-quality 
90/10 down fill with Primaloft® Silver inserts at the shoulders, cuffs and 
lower hem to ensure insulation even when wet and prevent cold bridging. 

The *Rescue PTX/Down Jacket is a secure bastion on colder days in the 
mountains.Its 3D down box chamber construction has a 90/10, 750 cuin, 
245g down fill (size 50/L) that provides reliable insulation, while its free 
motion patterning prevents hem-lift when climbing. And the padded hel-
met-compatible hood has a zipped gusset which makes it neater and more 
compact when closed, yet larger with 10% more volume (compared to 
standard helmet compatible hood constructions) and freedom of move-
ment when open. In addition, it can be adjusted to ensure a comfortable fit 
whether you’re wearing a helmet or not. Compression stow bag provided.
This product is an ISPO Award winner.

Helmet-compatible hood with hidden, zipped 
gusset and storm collar. It adjusts to give a pre-
cise, close-to-the-face fit, with or without a hel-
met. Height and volume adjustment ensure good 
protection, visibility and mobility at all times. (01)

Hand-warming, harness - 
compatible pockets to keep 
those fingers working. (04)

Two large inner mesh pockets 
to keep spare gloves, hats 
warm/ dry them next to body 
and store ski skins, etc. (07)

Waterproof shell fabrics protect 
down from snow and rain.
Primaloft® Silver at sections 
where the down needs to be 
protected from moisture.

Velcro-adjustable cuffs with 
gusset to fit with gloves.

Large, easy-access chest pocket 
to store tools in rescue situations.

Main Material 
PXE 2L 5K/5K micro ripstop 63 BS (100%PA)  
PXE 2L 10K/10K ripstop BS (100%PA)

Lining 
DWP plain light HS 20d 40 (100%PA)

Insulation 
White duck down 90/10 750 cuin  
(250g filling weight for size L), 
Primaloft® Silver Insulation 170g BS

Size 
44/XS - 54/2XL

Weight 
797 g (50/L)

 1582 bergrot/0910*

Elasticated hem adjustment 
with cord locks. (06)
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NOTES:
26755 *RESCUE PRL M JKT

A windproof, water-repellent insulated jacket for men with PrimaLoft® 
synthetic insulation - a warm, protective mid or outer layer for alpine 
mountaineering. 

Designed specifically for 3-season alpine rescue work, the Rescue 
PrimaLoft® Insulation Jacket is a warm, windproof and water-repellent 
jacket. Its highly breathable and quick-drying PrimaLoft® Silver synthetic 
insulation keeps you warm even when wet, while the lightweight, yet 
durable Pertex® Quantum bluesign® approved double ripstop nylon outer 
fabric is ideal for alpine use. We use our proprietary waterproof and wind-
proof 2-layer Powertex membrane fabric at the shoulders, cuff and lower 
hem for extra protection at these critical wear points.

Developed together with the Rescue Team South Tyrol, it’s designed to 
provide professional-grade insulation and functionality for rescue oper-
ations and activities such as alpine mountaineering, ski mountaineering, 
glacier mountaineering and ice climbing.

The Rescue PrimaLoft® Insulation Jacket features SALEWA’s Free Motion 
patterning to prevent hem-lift while climbing - so it can be worn alone 
as a warm outer layer or as an insulating mid piece under an outer shell. 
Designed according to SALEWA’s body mapping system, it uses targeted 
PrimaLoft® Silver insulation, 100g and 80g (sleeves and lower torso), to 
provide the right amount of warmth at different parts of the body. In addi-
tion, it packs down small to save space in your backpack. All pockets are 
positioned to allow easy access when wearing a harness or pack.

Insulated, fixed adjustable hood that can be 
adjusted for a close fit under a helmet if required. (01)

Two large inner mesh pockets 
to keep spare gloves, hats 
warm/ dry them next to body 
and store ski skins, etc. (08)

Two-way front zip with 
windproof, insulated inner flap.

Elasticated hem adjustment 
with cord locks. (06)

Large, easy-access chest pocket 
to store tools in rescue situations.

Stretch wrist cuffs.

Free motion patterning to pre-
vent hem-lift while climbing. (02)

Main Material 
Nylon double ripstop 56 BS (100%PA)

Main Finishing 
Durable water repellent C6, Cirè

Reinforces 
Shoulder: PXE 2L 10K/10K ripstop BS

Lining 
DWP plain light HS 20D 40 (100%PA)

Insulation 
Primaloft® Silver Insulation 100g fill. BS, 
Primaloft® Silver Insulation 80g BS

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
427 g (50/L)

1581 bergrot/0910
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NOTES:
26851 *RESCUE TW M JKT

A windproof, water-repellent insulated jacket for men with TirolWool® - 
a warm, protective mid or outer layer for alpine mountaineering.

The Rescue Hybrid Tirol Wool Jacket is a lightweight, windproof and 
water-repellent jacket. Designed according to SALEWA’s body mapping 
system, it has TirolWool® 60g insulation that provides the right amount of 
warmth at different parts of the body, while the lightweight, yet durable 
ripstop polyamide outer fabric is ideal for alpine use.

Developed together with the Rescue Team Tyrol, it’s designed to provide 
professional-grade insulation and functionality for rescue operations 
and activities such as alpine mountaineering, ski mountaineering, glacier 
mountaineering and ice climbing. TirolWool® is sourced from Tyrolean 
mountain sheep whose fine white fleece is well known for its outstanding 
warmth, breathability and thermo regulation. By using TirolWool®, SALEWA 
is supporting the traditional, regional wool industry.

The Rescue Hybrid TirolWool Jacket features SALEWA’s Free Motion pat-
terning to prevent hem-lift while climbing and it can be worn alone as a 
hybrid outer layer or as an insulating mid piece under an outer shell that 
packs down small to save space in your pack. TirolWool® is sourced from 
Tyrolean mountain sheep - the mountain environment produces a wool 
with higher insulation and excellent thermo-regulating properties. Thanks 
to a special Oxy-wash treatment the wool is soft, chlorine free, washable, 
odourless and breathable. In addition, this jacket also stores away into its 
own inner pocket, to pack down small in your pack.”

Helmet-compatible hood with hidden, zipped 
gusset and storm collar. It adjusts to give a precise, 
close-to-the-face fit, with or without a helmet. 
Height and volume adjustment ensure good pro-
tection, visibility and mobility at all times. Soft inter-
nal stretch face gaiter for increased comfort. (01)

Hand-warming pockets to keep 
those fingers working. (04)

Body-mapping, hybrid construc-
tion for breathability and freedom
of movement while climbing.Easy access chest pocket: 

immediate access and safe stor-
age for essential tools during 
rescue work.

Fully-adjustable TirolWool® insu-
lated hood with integrated collar.

Abrasion-resistant, yet soft 
Durastretch Powerlite at lower 
arms and sides to ensure air-
flow during periods of intense 
activity.

Inside mesh pockets to keep 
emergency gloves, hat etc. (08)

Main Material 
Nylon double ripstop 56 BS (100%PA)

Main Finishing 
Durable water repellent C6, Wicking

Insert 
Side: Durastretch PP Powerlite 141 BS  
(78%PA 16%PP 6%EA)

Insulation 
TirolWool® 60

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
409 g (50/L)

1581 bergrot/0910*
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NOTES:
26852 *RESCUE TW VST

A windproof, water-repellent insulated vest for men with TirolWool® - 
a warm and versatile protective layer for alpine mountaineering. 

The Rescue Tirol Wool Vest is a windproof and water-repellent vest. Its 
breathable, quick-drying and thermo-regulating TirolWool® 60g insulation 
keeps you warm even when wet, while the lightweight, yet durable double 
ripstop nylon outer fabric is ideal for alpine use. 

Developed together with Tyrolean mountain guides and rescue organisa-
tions, it’s designed to provide professional-grade insulation and functional 
performance for rescue operations and activities such as alpine mountain-
eering, ski mountaineering, glacier mountaineering and ice climbing. 

TirolWool® is sourced from Tyrolean mountain sheep whose fine white 
fleece is well known for its outstanding warmth, breathability and thermo 
regulation. By using TirolWool®, SALEWA is supporting the traditional, 
regional wool industry.

The Rescue Tirol Wool Vest can be worn alone on mild-weather days or as 
an insulating mid layer under an outer shell. Alternatively, it packs down 
small to serve as an extra layer during colder days. TirolWool® is sourced 
from Tyrolean mountain sheep - the harsh mountain environment pro-
duces a wool with higher insulation properties. Thanks to a special Oxy-
wash treatment the wool is soft, chlorine free, washable, odourless and 
breathable. In addition, this vest stores away in its own inner pocket, to 
pack down small in your pack.

TirolWool® insulated protective 
collar. 2.

Hand-warming pockets to 
keep those fingers working, 
positioned to allow easy access 
when wearing a harness. (04)

Main Material 
Nylon double ripstop 56 BS (100%PA)

Lining 
Nylon 20D plain downproof 38 BS

Main Finishing 
Durable water repellent C6, Wicking

Insulation 
TirolWool® g, 2 scrim layers

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
200 g (50/L)

1581 bergrot/0910

totally insulated to protect the 
upper body from chill out during 
working
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NOTES:
26756 *RESCUE PTC M FZ

Abrasion-resistant, weather-repellent, breathable fleece with 4-way 
stretch performance. Made of Polartec® Thermal Pro® fleece with Hard-
face® Technology for additional durable water repellency and durability. 

Professional-grade, abrasion-resistant, weather-repellent insulation with 
4-way stretch performance. This item was a specific development based 
on the collaboration with the South Tyrolean Rescuers. Our Rescue PTC 
Full Zip Fleece is made of Polartec® Thermal Pro® fleece with Hardface® 
Technology which provides greater performance than conventional fleece 
without restricting mobility, breathability or comfort. The outer surface has 
a special application. Fusing a polymer to the surface of the fleece makes 
it hard and smooth yet flexible, i.e. significantly more abrasion resistant, 
wind resistant and water repellent.

On the reverse side, the microgrid waffle construction fleece traps more 
air for greater warmth. It stays dry, breathable and comfortable by con-
tinuously transferring moisture vapour to the outside for rapid evapora-
tion during strenous rescue work. And the smooth surface makes for easy 
layering. Additional details: soft inner collar and ergonomically shaped 
sleeves.

The two chest pockets are positioned to allow easy access when wearing 
a harness or pack, while the bonded sleeve pocket is ideal for carrying 
small tools. 

Windproof flap inside front zip 
to keep icy drafts out.

Two chest zip pockets posi-
tioned for easy access when 
wearing a harness. (04)

Zipped sleeve pocket: immediate
access and safe storage of tools 
during rescue work. (07)

Hardface® Technology creates a 
more robust fabric surface with 
softshell characteristics. 

Free motion patterning to 
ensures no hem-lift while climb-
ing. (02)

Hardface®

Main Material 
Polartec® Thermal Pro® with Hardface® Technology 
318 (91%PL 9%EA)

Finishing 
Outside: special abrasion resistant surface finishing 
Soft brushed inside in micro waffle structure

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
380 g (50/L)

1581 bergrot/0910
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0201

03

03 | STRETCH, BREATHABLE INTERNAL SNOW GAITERS 
with metal lace hooks for added security.

KEY FEATURES 
RESCUE TEAM

01 | ADJUSTABLE WAIST 
with braces attachment option for better protection in 
bad weather.

02 | 3-WAY ADJUSTABLE ZIPS 
for active ventilation and harness compatibility with 
semi-automatic, locking sliders.
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26754 *RESCUE GTX PRO M PANT

Waterproof, windproof and breathable men’s GORE-TEX® Pro shell pants 
for mountain rescue work and mountaineering, skiing and ice climbing 
in challenging conditions.

The Rescue GTX Pro Pant is our lightweight, durable, waterproof, wind-
proof and breathable shell pant made of tough 3L GORE-TEX® Pro fabric. 
It has long, waterproof 3-way zips for ventilation, integrated gaiters and 
reinforced cuffs for protection from ski edges or crampons. In addition, the 
cuffs have hem hooks and loops for attachment to mountaineering boots 
or ski boots. Developed together with the Tyrol and South Tyrol Mountain 
Rescue Team, this pant is built to provide full protection for long hours of 
rescue work in the worst conditions.

Adjustable waist. (01)

Braces attachment option for better protection 
during bad weather.

Long side openings allow you to step 
in/pull on when wearing ski-touring 
or mountain boots.

3-way adjustable zips for active venti-
lation and harness compatibility with 
semi-automatic, locking sliders. (02)

Stretch, breathable internal 
snow gaiters with metal lace 
hooks for added security.

Reinforced lower inner leg for ski 
and crampon durability.

Integrated, elasticated cuff adjust-
ment adapts to fit different boots. (03)

NOTES:

Main Material 
Gore-Tex® PRO NG 3L high tenacity 115 (100%PA)

Reinforces 
Innerleg hem: Anticut protection 3L WR 5K/5K 
308 (100%PA)

Main Finishing 
Durable water repellent C6

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
498 g (50/L)

0910 black
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Main Material 
Durastretch dot touch DWR 189 BS 
(89%PA 11%EA)

Reinforces 
Anticut kevlar light 176 BS 
(73%PA 13%AR 14%PU)

Main Finishing 
Durable water repellent c6

Insert 
Knee and Seat: Gore Windstopper Softshell 
ripstop 3L 172 (86%PA 14%EA), 

Size 
44/XS-56/3XL

Weight 
440 g (50/L)

26757 *RESCUE WS/DST M REG PNT

Windproof, breathable and water-repellent men’s softshell mountain-
eering and ski touring pants.

Developed together with the Tyrol and South Tyrol Mountain Rescue 
Team, our Rescue Hybrid Windstopper Pant is a windproof, breathable and 
water-repellent softshell pant with ventilation zips at the sides as well as 
ankle zips. For its hybrid design, we use GORE® WINDSTOPPER® inserts at 
targeted areas - the front knees and seat where windproof protection is 
required - and lightweight, abrasion-resistant softshell at the bottom leg 
and waistband. Ergonomic pre-shaped knees and 4-way stretch perfor-
mance make it well suited to dynamic activities such as ski touring, where 
flexibility is required. The cuffs are Kevlar-reinforced to prevent damage 
from ski edges or crampons and they feature internal hooks and loops for 
attachment to footwear or ski boots.

Adjustable ergonomic waist. (01)

Zipped tool pockets at upper front 
leg for easy access and safe storage 
during rescue work.

Knee protection (3L GORE® WIND-
STOPPER®) for kneeling when working.

Reinforced lower inner leg for ski 
and crampon durability.

Adjustable side zipper at hem and 
integrated, elasticated cuff adjust-
ment adapt to ski-touring or moun-
tain boots. (03)

NOTES:

 0910 black

Braces attachment option for better 
protection during bad weather.
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26716 *RESCUE DST M PANT

Lightweight, wind-resistant, abrasion-resistant, water-repellent and 
breathable men’s softshell pants for rescue work and alpine climbing.

Developed together with the Rescue Team Tyrol, the Rescue Pant is a light-
weight, wind-resistant, abrasion-resistant and breathable men’s softshell 
pant for alpine climbing and summer rescue work. Its fabric has good 
wicking performance to keep you dry during strenuous activity. Featuring 
pre-shaped knees and 2-way stretch for good mobility, as well as stretch 
inserts at the waist. With UPF 50+, they also provide good protection from 
the strong mountain sun. Designed in a slim fit for 3-season use, from mild 
spring to late autumn. 

2 zipped pockets for easy access 
during rescue work.

Elasticated waist and hem.

Fabric dries during work due to body 
warmth - no DWR finish required.

Tough, wind-resistant, quick drying, 
softshell fabric with a breathable, 
stretch polyamide outer surface and 
soft interior loops in polypropylene 
that keep moisture away from the 
skin.

Functional cut with ergonomic 
knees.

NOTES:

Main Material 
Durastretch PP Powerlite 141 BS 
(78%PA 16%PP 6%EA)

Main Finishing 
Wicking

Size 
44/XS - 54/2XL

Weight 
281 g (50/L)

0910 black
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WATER COLUMN: 28 000 mm
BREATHABILITY: <6 RET

Garments made with GORE-TEX® Pro product technology are durably wa-
terproof, windproof and extremely breathable. Their high performing mem-
brane and robust face fabrics are rugged and hard-wearing. GORE-TEX® Pro 
is ideal for extended mountaineering use in extreme weather.

GORE-TEX® Pro fabric’s construction keeps your body dry by reducing the 
accumulation of sweat, so you remain cool during aerobic activities and 
warm during rest breaks and after activity has ceased. Made to meet the 
high demands of (ski)mountaineers, freeriders, mountain guides and se-
rious outdoor enthusiasts, garments made with 3-layer GORE-TEX® Pro fa-
bric are engineered with added durability to withstand abrasion in rugged 
environments while protecting against extreme and unpredictable condi-
tions with frequent work-rest cycles.

GORE-TEX® Pro products for mountain sport activities use a 100 % eP-
TFE-based multilayer membrane system with a unique microstructure. The 
membrane is durably bonded to both the outer material and a specially 
developed robust inner lining. Outer materials have to meet strict perfor-
mance criteria (denier ≥40) and are given a thin, low denier Gore Micro Grid 
Backer technology which enhances breathability and reduces weight.

BENEFITS:
 - durably waterproof and windproof
 - breathable 
 - extremely rugged and durable

POWERTEX CORDURA® is a strong and light, rugged and hardwearing water-
proof fabric with durable, long-lasting performance for technical outerwear 
and shell fabrics. This makes it ideal for activities such as ski mountainee-
ring. 

POWERTEX® is SALEWA’s proprietary family of breathable, waterproof and 
windproof shell fabrics with a water-repellent finish. POWERTEX CORDURA® 
is Salewa’s lightest POWERTEX® 2.5-layer shell fabric. It provides durable, 
long lasting performance. It is made with INVISTA qualifying full dull lustre 
yarns that offer enhanced tear and abrasion resistance. In addition, its ela-
stane content allows extra freedom of movement.

POWERTEX CORDURA® is made of 94% nylon CORDURA®, 6% elastane and 
has a PFC-free DWR finish.

BENEFITS:
 - waterproof (10,000 mm) 2.5-layer construction
 - windproof
 - breathable (10,000 g/m²/24h)
 - strong and light
 - freedom of movement, due to 6% elastane content 
 - durable, long-lasting performance
 - good strength-to-weight ratio, due to CORDURA®

 - tear-resistant
 - abrasion-resistant
 - high tenacity nylon yarns
 - natural matt appearance
 - PFC-free

SHELLS & SOFTSHELLS

BREATHABLE
STRONG ABRASION
RESISTANCE

STRETCH FOR FREEDOM 
OF MOVEMENT

DURASTRETCH is our proprietary abrasion-resistant fabric. We use it to 
make our hard-wearing jackets and gilets, pants and shorts, reinforcing 
knee and side inserts and gloves for alpine climbing, trekking and hiking. 
It’s also lightweight and surprisingly comfortable.

DURASTRETCH fabrics are constructed of nylon (polyamide) with a high 
stretch content. They are lightweight, comfortable yet hardwearing and hi-
ghly abrasion-resistant.

DURASTRETCH is available in a wide range of 2-way stretch and 4-way 
stretch versions. It is breathable and can treated with a DWR finish to 
make it water-repellent. Most of the DURASTRETCH fabrics we use in this 
collection are suitable for four-season use as their inner structure quickly 
wicks sweat away.
DURASTRETCH fabrics make high-quality mountaineering apparel.
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TIROLWOOL® is made from mountain sheep raised in the South Tyrol region. 
Their wool has been used to make warm clothing for centuries, as worn 
by the early pioneers of alpinism. Tyrolean mountain sheep live at 2,000 
metres all-year round in harsh conditions where normal sheep could not 
survive. Their fine white fleece is well known for its outstanding warmth, 
breathability, thermo regulation and insulation even when wet.

Mountain rescue professionals say they prefer wool clothing because of its 
functional properties and comfort for the extreme temperature differences 
and long hours involved during high-alpine work.

By choosing to source local Tyrolean wool, SALEWA is sustainably reducing 
transportation - a major contributor of carbon dioxide and other greenhou-
se gas emissions that impact on the climate. In addition, local sourcing sup-
ports mountain sheep farmers and the regional economy. 

TIROLWOOL® offers natural insulation and keeps the skin warm and dry by 
absorbing moisture vapour and transforming it into heat. It also reduces 
moisture accumulation and increases moisture transmission in cold condi-
tions, preventing overchilling.

TIROLWOOL® ® is made using an eco-friendly oxy-wash that is chlorine free: 
wastewater from the wool-chlorination process contains high concentra-
tions of chlorinated chemicals. In addition, the oxy-wash process makes the 
wool fibres soft, odourless, hygroscopic and breathable. These characteri-
stics remain unchanged after washing.

BENEFITS:
 - outstanding warmth, breathability, thermo regulation and insulation even 
when wet
 - soft and comfortable
 - natural and biodegradable
 - renewable, sustainable material sourced from local sheep
 - chlorine free
 - naturally odour resistant

INSULATION & THERMAL

High-performance DOWN is a fill and insulation material. We use it in our 
apparel and sleeping bags.

DOWN is an astonishing natural material. It has an excellent warmth-to-wei-
ght ratio, a high level of heat retention and a small, compressible pack size.
No other material combines such low weight with such high thermal in-
sulation. High-quality DOWN has decisive advantages over synthetic fill 
materials.
DOWN is a by-product of the food & meat industry where waterfowl (ducks 
and geese) are raised for meat or eggs.

SALEWA only uses Responsible Down Standard (RDS) down. For more infor-
mation about RDS certification, please see page 160.

BENEFITS:
 - excellent warmth-to-weight ratio
 - high heat retention
 - packable
 - lightweight
 - 100% RDS down

PRIMALOFT® is the benchmark in performance of all synthetic insulations. 
It provides warmth without bulk, is water-resistant, breathable, highly com-
pressible. Moreover, it is very light and has an exceptional feel. PRIMALOFT® 
keeps you warm, even when wet.

ENGINEERED FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
Four key features that differentiate PRIMALOFT® from all other synthetic in-
sulations:
WARMER: proprietary blend of small diameter fibres trap more air to insulate
DRIER: special finishes and small diameter fibres make PRIMALOFT® insula-
tion water-resistant
SOFTER: Finer diameter fibres and proprietary finish make PRIMALOFT® in-
sulation ultra soft
MORE COMPRESSIBLE: Smaller diameter fibres allow PRIMALOFT® insulation 
to compress into a smaller space 

PRIMALOFT® SILVER 
A high-performance insulation with the full spectrum of features to brave 
the elements.

Used in a wide range of SALEWA products, PRIMALOFT® Silver Insulation 
offers a synergy of the excellent warmth, softness and comfort that PRI-
MALOFT® products are known for. PRIMALOFT® Silver absorbs less moisture 
from the start so you stay drier and warmer. In addition, it encourages the 
passage of moisture vapour to keep you from being cold or clammy. And 
it provides warmth without weight that packs down easily for stashing in 
small places.

BENEFITS:
 - warmth without bulk
 - water and wind resistant
 - warm when wet and fast drying
 - highly compressible
 - breathable
 - lightweight
 - packable (compresses like down)
 - superior softness

POLARTEC® THERMAL PRO® fabrics are the most technically advanced of 
the POLARTEC® insulation fabrics. They come in a variety of unique surface 
textures and performance-enhancing patterns. The high loft versions offer 
the highest warmth to weight ratios of all fabrics POLARTEC® offers.

POLARTEC® THERMAL PRO® fleece is ideal for cold weather use.

POLARTEC® THERMAL PRO® fleece has a 100% polyester velour, pebbled, 
or shearling surface that creates air pockets that trap air and retain body 
heat, providing outstanding warmth without weight. It also offers excellent 
breathability and dries quickly.

POLARTEC® HARDFACE® TECHNOLOGY is a new surface-fusion polymer ap-
plication. It can be added to almost any fabric to bond it. Fusing a polymer 
to the surface of the fleece creates a hard, smooth yet flexible surface that 
is significantly more abrasion resistant, snag/pick resistant, wind resistant 
and water repellent. As such, it is ideal for garments used as a shell or outer 
layer. In addition, it improves durable water repellency, while maintaining 
breathability. And by reducing friction between layers, it makes for easier 
layering without restricting mobility. Fleece garments with HARDFACE® TE-
CHNOLOGY retain a more uniform appearance even after heavy use and 
frequent washing compared to other fleece fabrics.

Our styles made of POLARTEC® THERMAL PRO® WITH HARDFACE® TECHNO-
LOGY have an abrasion-resistant, durable water repellent finish that sheds 
light rain and snow.

The version we use is 100% recycled.

BENEFITS:
 - warmth without weight
 - low bulk
 - highly breathable 
 - fast drying
 - improved durable water repellency
 - durable
 - reduced friction between layers
 - easy care
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MAN
SIZING CHART (cm)

SIZING CHARTS

Shoulder width

Total height

Arm length from center back (CB)

Hip

Waist

Chest

Neck

Leg length (waist)

EU 44/XS 46/S 48/M 50/L 52/XL 54/XXL 56/3XL 58/4XL 60/5XL
US XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL
Long 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118

Short 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

Total height 170-173 173-176 176-179 179-182 182-185 185-188 189-192 193-196 197-200
Neck 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
Shoulder width 42,5 44 45,5 47 48,5 50 52 54 56
Chest 88-91 92-95 96-99 100-103 104-107 108-111 112-115 118-121 124-127
Waist 76-79 80-83 84-87 88-91 92-95 96-99 101-104 106-109 111-114
Hip 92-95 96-99 100-103 104-107 108-111 112-115 117-120 122-125 127-130
Arm length from center back (CB) 79 81 83 85 87 89 92 95 98
Leg length (waist) 101-104 103-106 105-108 107-110 109-112 111-114 113-116 115-118 117-120

All of our fits are developed considering our body measurement 
chart and the end use of the garment within a layering system.

HEADQUARTER
Export
Ober Alp SPA-AG / +39 0471242650
international@salewa.com

COMPANIES
Asia/Pacific
SALEWA A.P. Ltd / +852 23020489
asia@salewa.com
Austria
Oberalp Austria GmbH / +43 66212700
info@salewa.at 
Czech/Slovakia
SALEWA Czech & Slovakia s.r.o / +42 0733113210
czech@salewa.com 
France
SALEWA France / +33 476525959
bureau@salewa.fr
Germany
Oberalp Deutschland GmbH / +49 89909931
info@salewa.de 
Italy
Ober Alp SPA-AG / +39 0471242600
info@salewa.it
Poland
OBERALP Polska Sp. Z.o.o / +48 126309018
polska@salewa.com 
Spain
SALEWA Ibèrica S.L / +34 937205262
office.spain@salewa.com
Switzerland
SALEWA Sport AG / +41 713350930
info@salewa.ch 
UK
Wild Country Ltd / +44 1298871010
info@wildcountry.co.uk 

USA/Canada
SALEWA North America / +13 034440446
info@salewa.us 
Japan
SALEWA Japan KK / +81 345205505
info.jp@salewa.com

AGENTS
Benelux / Rotterdam Agency
Patrick Van der Graaf / +31 641 377630
patrick@rotterdamagency.nl
Slovenia/Former Yugoslavia
Euro Sport trade D.O.O
Tomaž Komac S.p / +38631602384
tomaz.komac@salewa.si

DISTRIBUTORS
Argentina :
THE OUTDOOR COMPANY SRL 7 +542 77554277
info@outdoorcompany.com.ar
Chile
Comercial Best Hike/ +56 2 3357569
ventas@volkanica.cl
China
Tutwo (Xiamen) Outdoor Co Ltd /+86 400 8836 400
tutwo@tutwo.com
Finland:
VOKANT MANAGEMENT OY / + 358 (9) 315 75990
info@vokant.fi
Greece
Polo SA / +30 2109428200
info@polo.gr
Israel
Go Nature / +97 2505210529
info@gonature.co.il
Iran
Mahestan Sport / +97 143296122
info@mahestansport.com

Korea
K2 KOREA Co Ltd / +822 34089700
salewa@k2korea.co.kr
Kyrgyzstan
Sport Expert, LLC / +99 6312694948
sportexpertkg@yandex.ru
Lebanon
Blue Mountain / +961 9221379
chadi@bluemountainme.com
Mexico
ALTRE COMERCIAL, SA DE CV / +52 33 36302291
New Zeland
Bobo Products Ltd / +64 33179096
SALEWA@bobo.co.nz
Norway
7Blåner / +47 72423100
post@7blaner.no
Portugal
Altitude Jogos de Aventura LDA / +351 218435580
info@altitude-pro.com
Romania
Performance Training / +4 (0) 21 320 2299
contact@performancetraining.ro
Russia
SC Kant / +74 993174800
sckant@kant.ru 
Taiwan
Pro. Crafts International Co Ltd /+886 422610383
pro.crafts516@gmail.com
Turkey 
Karspor / +90 532 5485614
info@karspor.com
Ukraine
Gorgany Com Ltd / +38 0667623287
wholesale@gorgany.com
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